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Valpene, Dundagas pag.
Dundagas nov, Latvija
GPS Lat:57.42518 Lon:22.36450
+371 29469425
gunita.tropina@gmail.com
The Jumari farm is located in Dundaga parish, near Valpene. The 7th generation of
the owners’ family run the farm. The farm produces fruit, berries and vegetables.
Beautiful flowers and shrubs surround the house. Visitors can tour the farm, learn
about growing blackberries and biological farming methods, and enjoy herbal
teas. The lady of the house offers small pillows stuffed with grasses, as well as
woven bookmarks. She also bakes sklandrauši, the traditional carrot buns. Jumari
is one of the destinations along Dundaga Administrative District bicycling routes.
The garden of the farm covers 13.9 ha of unique landscape. The owners are
proud of the juniper tree that is 8.5 m high, and the great ash tree. There are ca 30
apple trees in the orchard, red currant, black currant, gooseberries, blackberries.
There are also Cydonia oblonga and Sambucus nigra ‘Variegata’. The old orchard
hosts cultivars like original crab-apple (Malus sylvestris) and others.

http://rundale.net

www.darzkopibasinstituts.lv

The Rundāle Palace Museum

Institute of Horticulture

www.krmuziejus.lt
The Kaunas Region Museum

www.atostogoskaime.lt

www.celotajs.lv

The Lithuanian Countryside Tourism Institute of Horticulture
Association
LAMMC

The Latvian Country Tourism
Association “Lauku ceļotājs”

www.lammc.lt

2. THE BĒRZIŅI PLANT FARM
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Project partners
Liepu iela 4, Pope, Popes pag.,
Ventspils nov., Latvija
GPS Lat:57.39840 Lon:21.85840
+371 29501519
berzini@berzini.lv
www.berzini.lv
The plant farm focuses on decorative plants, including summer and perennial
flowers, fern and collections of peonies. Flower containers and pyramids are
made on order. The farm delivers and installs vertical “green walls”. The farm also
offers Christmas products and materials for floral design.

3. THE POPE ESTATE
I-XII

http://latlit.eu/lli-181-revival-of-old-traditional-fruit-vegetable-and-ornamental-plantsand-their-products-heritage-gardens-tour-heritage-gardens/
Homepage: www.latlit.eu
www.europa.eu
Project information: www.celotajs.lv/lv/project/15
The aim of the project is to preserve the historical/traditional cultivars of orchard and garden
plants, to promote their spread and to foster horticultural traditions. Horticultural experts
from Latvia and Lithuania have helped to identify the plants of the old cultivars that have
survived in the old gardens, and tourism specialists have oﬀered a new product – Heritage
Gardens – to the tourism market. Thanks to the cross-border project, experts from both fields
have exchanged the good experience and knowledge as well as specimens of plants of the
old cultivars, provided advice on management of old orchards; educational information
about the old traditional cultivars and the necessity to preserve them for future generations
has appeared on the media. The project involves not only promotion of the old cultivars, but
also processing of the cultivated produce and development of new flavours. Latvian and Lithuanian rural tourism associations are responsible for the marketing and presentation of the
new tourism product to the market. The developed routes, intended for horticultural lovers,
introduce the valuable objects selected during the course of the project, and the developed
methodological and informative material enlightens the owners of heritage gardens and horticultural enthusiasts about the theoretical and practical possibilities of product development.
During the implementation of the project activities, the infrastructure of prof. T. Ivanauskas’
“Obelynė” homestead and Rundale palace has been improved, a historical garden has been
created. Having gained the new experience and knowledge, the project partners will foster
the tourism products of Heritage Gardens, promote the growth of active tourist flow from
the neighbouring countries and ensure implementation and continuity of the project goals.
The material has been prepared within the framework of the project “Revival of old traditional
fruit, vegetable and ornamental plants and their products: Heritage Gardens Tour”, funded by
PROJECT LLI  181 REVIVAL OF OLD TRADITIONAL FRUIT, VEGETABLE AND ORNAMEN
TAL PLANTS AND THEIR PRODUCTS: HERITAGE GARDENS TOUR HERITAGE GARDENS

109 Heritage and modern gardens
7 tour routes
Transport in Latvia and Lithuania

One of the oldest buildings at the Pope Estate is the old hunting castle that was
built in 1653. The mansion was built in 1608 or 1620. The Neo-Gothic porch was
added in 1840. The interiors of the mansion have been preserved since the 18th
century and the 3rd quarter of the 19th century, including wood panelling, original
decorated ceilings, a front door in the style of Classicism, and a Rococo stove. Sadly,
one of the oldest buildings - the home of the estate’s governor - burned down in
2018, but the rest of the estate did not suffer and retained its beauty. Visitors will
be delighted about the aromatic garden of phloxes, as well as the impressive oak
trees. Worth a look is the hillock behind the main building of the estate, near which
there used to be a narrow-gauge railroad (the Pope Station). The other buildings
cover a fairly extensive territory, and so it is worth spending a few hours to tour the
village of Pope.The Pope Estate and its park are among the best-preserved estates
in the area. Since March 1941, it has housed a school. Most of the trees in the park
are common, but there are a few rare ones.

4. TURAIDAS
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Dunalka, Dunalkas pag.,
Durbes nov., Latvia
GPS Lat:56.68364 Lon:21.33892
+371 29649900
zmanteja@inbox.lv
This farm produces herbal teas and satchels of tea from lemon balm, raspberries,
tansy, lady’s mantles, plantago and linden blossoms as souvenirs and gifts,
as well as honey from local hives. The lady of the house will be happy to tell
you about life in the countryside and take you on an educational tour featuring
medicinal plants, beekeeping and fence buildings. She will also offer tastings of
products from the farm. It has a biological farming certificate, so much attention
is focused on the popularisation of a healthy lifestyle. Clients can purchase teas
made of raspberries, blackberries, linden blossoms, meadowsweet, yarrow, birch
leaves, white nettles, etc.
The small garden has a large collection of herbs and medicinal plants from
which herbal teas are produced. There are also traditional vegetables, flowers,
and three ancient varieties of strawberries. The lady of the house offers lectures
about life on the countryside, including medicinal teas, bee-keeping and traditional fence building.

5. THE TĀŠU ESTATE
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Medzes pag.,
Grobiņas nov., Latvija
GPS Lat:56.59868 Lon:21.22810
+371 29133136
telses_muiza@inbox.lv

M 1 : 750 000

The buildings are surrounded by landscaped planting in the area of 10 hectares. Behind the mansion to the South is a planned Baroque garden with historical
varieties of apple trees that were characteristic for the Kurzeme region in the 19th
century. To the West, there is an English landscape park (1.8 ha) that was planted
in early 19th century. It was turned eclectic at the end of the 19th century. The park
arrangements in the style of Romanticism included open areas, small architectural
constructions, decorative bushes, contrasts of light and shadow, small ponds.
The park is being reconstructed. Here groups of majestic ash trees can be seen
along with lilac, honeysuckle and laurel bushes that have beautiful and aromatic
blossoms in the spring to create a special atmosphere. The estate and its gardens
are a cultural monument of national importance therefore only historical cultivars
belonging to the particular time and style are preserved and used here.
Tours are available in exchange for donations, but please contact the venue in
advance. A walk through the garden and park will take an hour or two, and the
manager will tell you about the history of this estate and other nearby ones, the
principles of historical gardens in Europe and the way in which these were brought
to bear in designing the Tāšu Estate’s garden and park.
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11. THE MARA ESTATE
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Groups of tourists are welcome
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Objects in Latvia
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The Mara Estate is in the Turlava Parish of the Kuldīga Administrative district, and it
was first mentioned in documents in the 16th century. The estate was restored in
2006, and alongside it is a park with alleys and large trees. Comfortable and beautiful rooms are available to guests for overnight accommodations. Breakfast can
be requested. There is also a separate flat for five people with a separate entrance,
guestroom, two bedrooms and kitchens. The owners offer tours of German castles
and estates in Kurzeme, the town of Kuldīga as the jewel of Kurzeme, as well as
painting classes.
Alongside the estate is an old fruit orchard from the 18th century, which
offers a look at a few interesting trees, including nine old apple trees, one pear tree
(the rare “Windsor” variety), two types of plum trees, as well as sweet and sour
cherry trees. Of the greatest interest is the ancient apple tree that is known as the
Little Barrel. All twisted and gnarly, it continues to produce fruit. A recently planted
royal walnut tree is outside the home, and there are also grapes, actinidias and a
black elder tree.

12. THE BERGHOF MILK ESTATE

Telephone | + 371, + 370 Latvia and
Lithuania phone codes

Accommodations

E-mail

Meals can be ordered
GPS

Geographical coordinates
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Pelči, Pelču pag., Kuldīgas nov.,
Latvija
GPS Lat:56.92216 Lon:21.96369
+371 26198759
dagnija.voika@inbox.lv
www.ziedoni.lv

m
G

THE CONTENTS OF THE MAP
This map features 109 gardens that are open to visitors. This symbol denotes 53
historical gardens which emphasise their values
, as well as botanic gardens and
collections of plants where you will learn about gardening traditions and history and
see traditional types of fruits, vegetables, herbs, decorative trees, bushes and flowers
in Latvia (Latgale, Kurzeme, Zemgale) and Lithuania (Aukštaitija, Žemaitija). Specialised
gardens will offer information about various types of products and their use, as well
as the achievements of local breeders. The historical gardens reflect the influence of
various eras and cultures, and they are often alongside estates, museums or farms and
are linked to their history.

WHAT CAN WE FIND IN HISTORICAL GARDENS?
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The map maps out seven garden routes in Lithuania and Latvia, which a brief description of the route in each case.
Information about the destinations and routes:

www.atostogoskaime.lt/marsrutai-1/
www.celotajs.lv/heritagegardens
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30. THE DROŠI VESELS FARM
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Kroņauce,
Tērvetes nov., Latvia
GPS Lat:56.51198 Lon:23.35095
+371 27494343
andrisberkins@inbox.lv
www.peonijas.lv
Peony collector Andris Berkens opens up his garden to visitors each spring
and popularises and praises the name of name of Tērvete district Kroņauce by
bringing beautiful stories about flowers throughout the world. Flowers can be
purchased to enhance a visitor’s garden, and the recommendation is to visit when
the flowers are in full bloom. Visit is free of charge.
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66. THE KRETINGA ESTATE PARK
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67. THE JAPANESE GARDEN
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59 THE EZERL Č FARM
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83. THE JONIŠKĖLIS ESTATE PARK

Sodų g., Mažučių k., Darbėnų sen.,
Kretingos r., Lietuva
GPS Lat:56.03000 Lon:21.20896
+370 61618530, 60605756
info@japangarden.lt
www.japangarden.lt

74. THE RIETAVAS ESTATE PARK
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78. THE BALTIC PLANT MUSEUM
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70. THE RENAVAS ESTATE PARK
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This museum was established in 2014 in partnership with the Šiauliai University
botanical garden. The museum is 85 m long and 40 m wide on a territory that covers
0.34 ha.
The museum has some 30 different types of plants, with sacral, household
and cultural plants growing in flowerbeds. There are ceremonial plants that are
used for holy events, involving various rituals. These grow in the sacral part of
the territory. There are medicinal plants and herbs that are used for medical
treatment, health enhancement and enrichment of the taste of various foods.
The plants represent Lithuania’s cultural and historical heritage and offers an
understanding of selected Lithuanian plants. The plants can be viewed during
the spring and the summer.
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Parko g. 2, Kurtuvėnai,
Šiaulių r., Lietuva
GPS Lat:55.82691 Lon:23.0496
+370 41370333, 61829964
info@kurtuva.lt
www.kurtuva.lt

80. THE ŽAGARĖ REGIONAL PARK
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Skolas iela 1, Naujene, Naujenes pag.,
Daugavpils nov., Latvija
GPS Lat:55.931416 Lon:26.71600
+371 29468988, 65471321
naujenesmuzejs@inbox.lv
www.naujenesmuzejs.lv

The Šilute Estate is often described on the basis of its last owner, Hugo Scheu,
who bought the estate in 1889. He restored the estate’s buildings and territory,
also installing two parks, one for the estate, and the other one known as the
“Crows’ forest”. Alongside the estate is an English-type park with strolling trails.
The park is used by local residents and is on both sides of the curvy Šyša River,
with the banks connected by pedestrian bridges. The park stretches to an old
railroad bridge and has approximately 150 types of plants, including 40 types
of trees and shrubs.

Located on the side of the Daugavpils-Krāslava (A6) road in Naujene, the museum
features a replica of the room of a wealthy Latvian farmer with household objects
from the 19th and 20th century. Younger visitors will be interested in Latvia’s
only diorama, “Underwater World,” which will introduce them to the inhabitants
of the Daugava River. An outdoor exhibition, “Daugava of the Heart,” has information about the protected Curves of Daugava Nature Park and the protected
Upper Daugava landscape region, as well as local cultural and historical values.
The museum offers creative workshops and educational programmes. There is
an apple orchard to the east of the museum. On the opposite side of the road, is
the Juzefova (Juzepova) Park, which once was a baronial estate owned by Duke
Bogdan Shahno. It no longer exists. The park has pathways, relaxation areas and
information stands about the history of the park and the most interesting trees
that are found therein. You will need at least one hour to walk through the park.

62. THE ŠVĖKŠNA ESTATE PARK

There is also a modern museum with interactive elements and guide services. The school garden was presumably planted in the 1950s, and it has some
40 types of traditional apple trees, as well as an older type of tree. The Juzefova
Park was planted around the estate in the 18th century and late 19th century. The
estate is gone, but the park has more than 100 types of old and beautiful trees,
including oak trees, linden trees, coniferous trees and two cedar pines. Nearby
is a wild pear tree, as well as many wild hazelnut trees. The park often hosts
weddings, and one tradition is to plant trees during the ceremony.

Malūno g. 1, Žagarė,
Joniškio r., Lietuva
GPS Lat:56.36236 Lon:23.26453
+370 42660809, 61515592
info@zagaresrp.lt
zagaresrp.am.lt

Dvaro g. 2, Renavo k.,
Sedos sen., Mažeikių r., Lietuva
GPS Lat:56.22772 Lon:22.05683
+370 44343668, 61546031
info@renavodvaras.lt
www.renavodvaras.lt

Lietuvininkų g 4,
Šilutė, Lietuva
GPS Lat:55.34086 Lon:21.46021
+370 65751909
info@silutesmuziejus.lt
www.silutesmuziejus.lt
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Dating back to the 19th century, this is a characteristic and beautiful park in
Lithuania. There is no shortage of exotic trees in the park, including maples,
lindens, elms, firs, oaks, etc. The pride of the park is Lithuania’s fattest fir tree
with a diameter of 1.2 m, as well as a linden tree with six branches that, over the
course of time, have become vertical trunks on their own. Entry to the park is via
a pergola that is covered with ivies.

71. THE BERŽORAS RURAL TOURISM
HOMESTEAD

Bažnyčios g, Švėkšna,
Šilutės r., Lietuva
GPS Lat:55.51635 Lon:21.61899
+370 65757152
sveksna@silutesmuziejus.lt
www.silutesmuziejus.lt

Plungės g. 25, Beržoro k.,
Plungės r., Lietuva
GPS Lat:56.02513 Lon:21.81857
+370 68831715
info@berzorosodyba.lt
www.berzorosodyba.lt

The Švėkšna Estate and its park are among the most beautiful venues of this type in
Žemaitija. Alongside the estate is an impressive park, with two segments that are
linked by a wide parade staircase that is decorated with vases and offers a lovely
view of the lower terrace. On an island in the central pond of the park is a statue
of the goddess Diana. A ornate sundial, a vase on a pedestal, a sculpture of Virgin
Mary, and a sculpture called “Angel of Freedom” are all found in the park. Other
elements, including viewing areas, pathways and gates have also been restored.

This is country tourism farm with ethnographic elements alongside Lake Beržora.
The owner grows various medicinal plants, flowers, herbs and teas. She
also grows carrots, onions, garlic, etc. The assortment of medicinal plants and
herbs is extensive, and the owners offer education about them. Traditions
include pre-wedding parties, as well as an educational programme called
“Granny’s Teas.”
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R. Žebenkos g. 12, Baisogala,
Radviliškio r., Lietuva
GPS Lat:55.63669 Lon:23.71684

The Baisogala Estate is one of the oldest ones in Lithuania and is known as a royal
castle because it once belonged to the local lord. The ornate late-Classicism buildings were built in the mid-19th century and have survived. The 12 ha landscape
park dates back to the early part of the 19th century, with an alley of chestnut trees
leading to the estate from the town. The central alley that starts at the gate weaves
through two curvy bodies of water with a bridge and statues of lions. Various trees
behind the estate are alongside curvy and narrow pathways. On both sides of the
alleys are bodies of water, and deep in the park is a pond with an island.

88. THE BIRTHPLACE OF THE POET
JONAS MAČIULISMAIRONIS

G4

The Raudondvaris Castle is on the right bank of the Nevėžis River in Raundondvaris.
The estate and a park that covers 3.8 ha has two buildings, an orangery, a stable
for horses and a cellar. Alongside the estate in 1834 was a park that was rebuilt
in the 20th century with new plants and flowerbeds that featured ancient types
of roses. The northern part of the park is forested, with maple, pine and linden
trees, as well as Edelweiss that blooms in the spring. Paths in the park lead to a
local environmentally protected area.

H5

Bernotų k., Pagojukų sen.,
Raseinių r., Lietuva
GPS Lat:55.43107 Lon:23.32451
+370 61106390
raseiniumuz@gmail.com
www.raseiniumuziejus.lt

To preserve the cultural and historical heritage, a cherry orchard was
planted on the banks of the Švėtė River. The cherry trees bloom during the first
and second week of May, and guests and residents can go to an observation are
and sink into the sea of blossoms with their eyes. The cherries ripen in July, and a
festival is organised at that time.

Malūno g. 1, Žagarė,
Joniškio r., Lietuva
GPS Lat:56.36223 Lon:23.26417
+370 42660809
info@zagaresrp.lt

This is one of the most ornate and architecturally interesting parks in Lithuania.
It was rebuilt and expanded between 1898 and 1900 by the renowned dendrologist G.F. Kuphaldt. The park had more than 200 types of plants, more than 100 of
which are still growing. There are various roads and pathways that offer a sense
of the mightiness and beauty of the park. A dendrological trail with markers
offers information about 15 rare trees.

I-XII

A. Vienuolio g. 2,
Anykščiai, Lietuva
GPS Lat:55.52710 Lon:25.09803
+370 38158015, 61281067
a.vienuolis@gmail.com
www.baranauskas.lt
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Vilniaus g. 21,
Anykščiai, Lietuva
GPS Lat:55.52330 Lon:25.10077
+370 68256359
a.vienuolis@gmail.com
www.baranauskas.lt

104. THE LIUDVIKA AND STANISLOVAS
DIDŽIULIS HOMESTEAD MUSEUM
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Work on this arboretum began in 1958 at a local forest research station that is
near the village of Vaišvydava. The arboretum collects and exhibits various local
and imported plants for scholarly, educational and decorative purposes. The
arboretum covers some 50 ha of land, with more than 800 types of plants. Some
parts of the arboretum have rare and protected trees and bushes, and these can
only be visited if you contact the arboretum in advance.

H5

Griežionėlių k. 1,
Anykščių r., Lietuva
GPS Lat:55.62881 Lon:25.02770
+370 69815458
a.vienuolis@gmail.com
www.baranauskas.lt
This museum is at the Griežionėliai village in the Anykščiai district. It was opened
in 1968 as an authentic farm with plants that come from that time. The history of
the farm is related to biological heritage.
Museum employees tend to the garden, which is an inviolable part of the
farm. The garden was planted by the first employee of the museum around 1970
and has a variety of ancient apple trees. The apples are stored for nearly one
year and obtain a specific taste. They are also perfect for drying. The homestead
grows traditional flowers and medicinal plants. There is no shortage of modern
plants, because museum employees think that the lady of the house loved flowers and was forever planting new ones.

L. Lekavičiaus g. 2, Rumšiškės,
Kaišiadorių r., Lietuva
GPS Lat:54.86642 Lon:24.20135
+370 69909987, 34647237
info@llbm.lt
www.llbm.lt
This museum was established in 1974, and it is one of the largest (194 ha) openair ethnographic museums in Europe, with 91,420 exhibits in all. The exhibition
is made up of homesteads, villages and a small town to demonstrate the ancient
architecture, culture and lives of Lithuanians, along with vegetables, fruits and
flowers.
The homesteads from Aukštaitija and Žemaitija offer a look at ancient
and traditional types of apple trees, with tastings of apples available. The
gardens that surround the museum feature typical plants that are traditional
in the region. In the largest parts of the gardens, vegetables, medicinal plants
and decorative plants grow alongside one another. An “Aroma Garden” in the
village of Aukštaitija offers a look at medicinal plants and herbs that are grown
on Lithuanian homesteads, along with a chance to learn all about their medicinal
properties.

96. THE SURVILAI RURAL TOURISM
HOMESTEAD
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105. THE ALANTOS ESTATE PARK
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Parko g. 5, Naujasodžio k.,
Alantos sen., Molėtų r., Lietuva
GPS Lat:55.34665 Lon:25.32490
+370 64808651
jolanta.bimbiriene@moletumuziejus.lt

www.moletumuziejus.lt
The Alanta Estate is in the village of Naujasodis, and it was built in the style of
Neo-Classicism in the 19th century. The estate is surrounded by a park with
many types of trees, as well as a set of ancillary buildings. The mansion is reminiscent of an Italian villa, and the Neo-Romantic park has alleys of trees and three
ponds of various sizes. The trees were planted so that over the course of time,
their trunks would grow together to ensure mighty crowns. Alongside the park
are a few gazebos, an obelisk that stands a few metres high, as well as white
marble sculptures of Venus and Jupiter.

106. THE ROKIŠĶI REGIONAL MUSEUM
AND ESTATE

Barborlaukio k., Dumsių sen.,
Jonavos r., Lietuva
GPS Lat:55.038452 Lon:24.25752
+370 60410949
info@rozlaukis.com
www.rozlaukis.com

B3
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97. THE LOUD SILENCE HOMESTEAD

G4
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This is the birthplace of the poet Jonas Mačulis-Maironis (1862-1932), and it is an
historical and environmentally protected area in Pagojukai eldership, Pasandravis
and Bernotai villages. It is a branch of the Raseiniai Regional History Museum, and
the environmentally protected area is part of the Dubysa Regional Park.

89. THE LITHUANIAN RESEARCH CENTRE FOR
AGRICULTURE AND FORESTRY

G4
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Kauno g. 30, Babtai,
Kauno r., Lietuva
GPS Lat:55.08191 Lon:23.79837
+370 37555210
institutas@lsdi.lt

Tyzenhauzų g. 5,
Rokiškis, Lietuva
GPS Lat:55.96534 Lon:5.60085
+370 68716092, 68248017
muziejus@rokiskyje.lt
www.muziejusrokiskyje.lt

The orchard was restored after World War II, presumably to preserve the
authenticity of the park. The orchard has various types of ancient apple trees.

107. THE ILZENBERGAS ESTATE PARK

Nevėžio g. 13, Gailiakaimis,
Kėdainių r., Lietuva
GPS Lat:55.16263 Lon:23.80267
+370 64564973
garsi.tyla@gmail.com
www.garsi-tyla.com

E6
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The farm is 100 years old and has approximately 113 apple trees, 18 pear
trees and Nevėžis sweet cherry trees. The lady of the house also grows herbs
such as oregano and peppermint, as well as decorative flowers such as roses,
peonies and dahlias. Contact the venue in advance to organise various educational activities.

98. THE BISTRAMPOLIS ESTATE PARK

F5

Ilzenbergo k. 4, Juodupės sen.,
Rokiškio r., Lietuva
GPS Lat:56.15953 Lon:25.52431
+370 69644004
info@ilzenbergas.lt
www.ilzenbergas.lt
This mixed-type park dates back to the latter half of the 19th century and has
remained all but unchanged. It is in a lovely place between two lakes, and its
spatial structure was preserved when it was restored. The park covers 10 ha and
has two parts. One is a fairly precisely rectangular territory alongside the state,
surrounded by a stand of linden trees and introduced trees. The other part has a
natural forest. The largest oak tree in the park has been declared to be a protected
element of natural heritage. The mighty trunk of the tree is 6.3 m around, has a
2m diameter and stands 30.5 m high.

I-XII

108. THE SALOS ESTATE PARK

The institute conducts agro-biological and ecological research, creates
various technologies related to these processes, develops the biological and
biotechnological foundations of the plants, selects plants, studies their genetics,
protects and enriches them, examines the quality of fruits, berries and vegetables, seeks to optimise their storage and processing, and offers biologically valuable products from the biological diversity of the plants that are in the garden.
Visitors can purchase various fruit tree and bush plants, as well as seasonal fruits
and vegetables.

90. THE VYTAUTAS MAGNUS UNIVERSITY
KAUNAS BOTANICAL GARDEN
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The garden has flowers which the author loved, as well as various types
of ancient apple trees. The garden has a particularly large range of decorative
plants, mostly perennial and popular wild plants.

Miškininkų g. 7, Vaišvydava,
Kauno r., Lietuva
GPS Lat:54.84119 Lon:24.0408
+370 37383557, 61685232
arboretumas@dumu.lt
www.dumu.lt

Bistrampolio g. 1, Kučių k.,
Panevėžio r., Lietuva
GPS Lat:55.59692 Lon:24.35636
+370 45454036, 68578348
info@bistrampolis.lt
www.bistrampolis.lt
This is a lovely park and a reconstructed estate from the mid-19th century,
located 14 km away from Panevėžys in northern Lithuania. The estate was established during the latter half of the 19th century, and during the 20th century,
various buildings were erected, including a two-story mansion with two floors
(mid-19th century), stables, cellars, a gardener hut and ancillary buildings. The
mixed-type park with ponds was installed in during the latter half of the 19th
century. There was a large pergola on a hillock in the park, and it was alongside
the gardener’s hut. The silhouette of the park is enlivened by newly pave pathways and little bridges that link the ponds.

99. THE GIEDRIKAI FARM
Ž. E. Žilibero g. 6,
Kaunas, Lietuva
GPS Lat:54.87159 Lon:23.91095
+370 37390033, 66355859
botanikos.sodas@vdu.lt
www.botanika.vdu.lt
This botanical garden was opened in 1923 as a scholarly centre. The garden
covers more than 60 hectares, and approximately 30 ha are open to the public.
The garden has unique plants and Lithuania’s largest orangery. It offers
exhibitions, meetings, flower weeks and educational programmes. Ancient
flowers are demonstrated in various flowerbeds in accordance with botanical
classification. There are more than 20 traditional and old types of vegetables
that are grown in the educational garden. Visitors to the garden can look at very
rare types of apple trees.
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81. THE ŽAGARĖ ESTATE PARK

102. THE A. BARANAUSKAS AND A. VIENUOLIS
ŽUKAUSKAS MEMORIAL MUSEUM

This is one of the most important cultural centres in Aukštaitija, and the nobility
of the buildings is emphasised by a park and ponds.

The Lithuanian Institute of Horticulture became a national scholarly institute in
1992. It engages in scholarly studies, as well as experimental manufacturing.
The institute produces Lithuanian fruits and vegetables that are used to manufacture high-quality, natural and healthy products.

Žagarė has long since been known for a special type of cherries. There are various
varieties which only differ in terms of when they are ripe and productive. There
are different types of trees. The cherries grow at nearly home, and that is an
exclusive symbol of Žagarė.

You will find a range of perennial flowers here and enjoy a decorative
pond with water plants. The botanical garden has a large collection of protected
plants, herbs and medicinal plants. Obelevičus often guides tours through the
park.

Established in 1990, this museum features an orchard that was planed in 1935
and relates to the poetess Bronė Buivydaitė.

Enjoy nature with all of your senses in the Survilai rural tourism homestead,
which is a Šveicarija village in the Jonavos district. Walk down paths barefoot!
The paths are covered with pine cones, puddles, peat, clay, granite, smooth glass,
pine needles, hay, an obstacle course, etc. The path is more than a kilometre
long, and you will feel unbelievable and positive emotions, as well as an inflow
of energy.

I-XII

Jaunimo g. 4, Traupis,
Anykščių r., Lietuva
GPS Lat:55.51355 Lon:24.74982
+370 69802747
traupiomok@gmail.com
www.traupis.anyksciai.lm.lt

103. THE BRONĖ BUIVYDAITĖ
MEMORIAL MUSEUM

I-XII

This museum focuses on life in the countryside and was opened in 1991. It sits on
18 ha of land, with authentic homesteads from the Aukštaitija region.

I-XII IV-IX

There are two apple trees that are historically liked to A.Vienuolis-Žukauskas,
and one of them is very rare and only found in the oldest orchards. Outside the museum is an authentic flowerbed that recalls the era of author, as well as an exhibition
of medicinal plants.

95. THE OPENAIR MUSEUM OF LITHUANIA

Kleboniškių k., Pakalniškio sen.,
Radviliškio r., Lietuva
GPS Lat:55.76950 Lon:23.85550
+370 61112053
daugyvenesmuz@gmail.com
www.daugyvenesmuziejus.lt

E2
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Pilies takas 1, Raudondvaris,
Kauno r., Lietuva
GPS Lat:54.94352 Lon:23.78268
+370 37548254, 65650755
raudondvariodvaras@gmail.com
www.raudondvariodvaras.lt

The Loud Silence homestead is on the banks of the ancient Nevėžis river valley.
You will be served happy dishes from everything that is grown at the farm.

I- X II
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The Burbiškis Estate houses the Daugyvenė Museum of Cultural History. The 28
ha territory is environmentally protected. The central part of the park has a pond
that covers 3 ha and has 15 islands and 11 bridges, both large and small. Since
2000, the estate has hosted a the Tulip Bloom Festival with some 300 types of
tulips.

F5

This museum was opened 1927 and is focused on the culture, literature, history, agriculture and technical history of the region of Anykščiai. Throughout the year, visitors
are welcome to stroll through the park of the museum, which commemorates two
distinguished Lithuanian authors.

94. THE DUBRAVA ARBORETUM

There are two gardens in the territory, one planted by the poet’s father
and another by his sister. There are old types of apple and pear trees, as well as
decorative plants that are typical of gardens in Central Lithuania. The poet was
particularly fond of nasturtiums.

This estate is surrounded by an ancient and geometric landscape. During the
latter half of the 19th century, it had a landscape style with various elements
of geometry. The park covers 4.2 ha and has ancient linden, maple, elm, oak
and other decorative bushes, with more than 20 types of plants that have turned
into wood.

I- X II

Burbiškio k., Pakalniškio sen.,
Radviliškio r., Lietuva
GPS Lat:55.782367 Lon:23.89725
+370 61112054
daugyvenesmuz@gmail.com
www.daugyvenesmuziejus.lt

87. THE BAISOGALA ESTATE PARK

Gėlės g. 9, Naisiai, Meškuičių sen.
Šiaulių r., Lietuva
GPS Lat:56.02226 Lon:23.50870
+370 61133333
ekskursijos@naisiuvasara.lt

79. THE KURTUVĖNAI ESTATE PARK

The owner grows various medicinal plants and herbs for teas and other
purposes. You can buy biological sprouts, herbal teas and mixtures of teas, and
the owner will be happy to take you on a tour. Alongside the house is an exhibition of plants which people who arrive during the growing season can taste and
smell, looking at various rare and endangered local plants and decorative plants.
The owner will tell you all about aromatic and food plants and how to use them.

V

These date back to the 19th and early 20th century, including homes,
granaries, saunas, grain siloes and hay barns, 28 buildings in all. Part of an apple
orchard that reminds us of the interwar period has survived alongside one of the
buildings. The museum features local decorative plants, particularly focusing on
dahlias.

I-XII V-IX

One of the oldest botanical parks in Lithuania, this one was opened by Izidorius
Navidanskas in 1928, when he was only 16. In 1965, the park became the
Žemaitija botanical park. Izidorius Navidanskas and his son, Rapolas, who is the
current owner, did a lot to expand it.

Ivanauskas was a well known environmental researcher and professor, and
the garden is one of the wealthiest sources of genetic resources for apple trees.
One of the types in the garden was developed by Ivanauskas himself, and there
are other types of apple and pear trees, as well. The park features a collection of
250-300 types of trees and bushes, including 59 types of coniferous trees. The
apple garden also has one of the most ancient trees in the world -- a biennial
gingko tree.

I-XI

The park was established in 1958 and has more than 4,000 types if plants.
The gardens in the park correspond to the pre-war, interwar and post-war era.
The garden offers various events, including educational games and lectures.

Kalnėnų k.,
Skuodo r., Lietuva
GPS Lat:56.29545 Lon:21.81096
+370 68811324
rapolasnavidanskas@gmail.com
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86. THE KLEBONIŠKIAI RURAL HOUSEHOLD
MUSEUM

77. THE ŠIAULIAI UNIVERSITY
BOTANICAL GARDEN
I-XII

The Homestead of Tadas Ivanauskas apple orchard have a memorial museum that
is in Ringaudai in the Kaunas District. The memorial farm has a house in which
the museum is located, a gardener’s house, a poultry coop and a garden and park
that cover approximately 4 ha. The name of the location is based on very floral
and fertile apple trees.

I-XII

Fragments of fruit orchards can still be found at three places in the park.
The largest and most valuable one is further away from the buildings of the estate. There were seven rows of fruit trees with 14 trees in each one. Most of these
have died, but there are a few apple trees that are still in good shape.

Dvaro g. 15,
Kelmė, Lietuva
GPS Lat:55.63828 Lon:22.93828
+370 61494140, 42761065
kelmesmuziejus@gmail.com
www.kelmesmuziejus.lt
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101. THE TRAUPIS BOTANICAL GARDEN

The only school-based botanical garden in Lithuania was planted in 1989 at the
Traupis school. More than 8,000 types of plants grow in the garden, and all of
them have been collected by Sigutis Obelevičius.

93. THE RAUDONDVARIS CASTLE PARK

This landscape park has survived to the present day and was installed between
1850 and 1860. On one side the territory has a boundary that is the dammed Kruoja
River, and on the other side there is a fence made of fieldstones. The English park
principles at that time meant that advantage was given to a natural landscape with
imitations of nature. There are some 26 types of trees in the park, and some of them
were introduced from various parts of the world a few centuries ago.

I-XII

The botanic garden is part of the Šiauliai University and is the newest and smallest
botanical garden in Lithuania, covering 6.54 ha of land.

I- X II
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Karčiamos g. 9, Pakruojo k.,
Pakruojo r., Lietuva
GPS Lat:55.98610 Lon:23.87917
+370 65752693
info@pakruojo-dvaras.lt
www.pakruojo-dvaras.lt

85. THE BURBIŠKIS ESTATE

68. THE IZIDORIUS NAVIDANSKAS PARK
ŽEMAITIJA BOTANICAL PARK

E2

This lovely landscape park was established during the latter half of the 18th
century and transformed and expanded early in the 19th century. The Mažupė
River flows through the park, and there is an alley of linden trees on both sides of
the pedestrian path that leads from the state to the local village. There is a large
open area in front of the estate, and the park has more than 20 types of trees and
bushes, as well as more than 30 types that have been introduced from other parts
of the world. Of particular importance are two “snake branch” fir trees, as well as
a fir tree with an unusual bird’s nest form. There are also other interesting trees
to be seen along with three ponds that sparkle in the park.

I-XII

Dvaro g. 4, Biržuvėnų k.,
Luokės sen., Telšių r., Lietuva
GPS Lat:55.89422 Lon:22.45851
+370 69988229
birzuvenudvaras@inbox.lt
www.birzuvenudvaras.lt

92. THE HOMESTEAD OF TADAS IVANAUSKAS AT
OBELYNĖ PARK

Obelynės g. 8, Akademija,
Kauno r., Lietuva
GPS Lat:54.90345 Lon:23.80489
+370 63006635
www.krmuziejus.lt/obelynes-sodyba
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It is approximately 360 years old, and although it is growing on private
land, there is an information stand alongside it. The tree is 8 m high, with a trunk
that has a diameter of 1.3 metres at the height of 285 cm. Only a few of the tree’s
branches are still alive, but there are many leaves, and the tree produces fruit that
is sour, but very aromatic.
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84. THE PAKRUOJIS ESTATE PARK

L. Ivinskio g. 4,
Rietavas, Lietuva
GPS Lat:55.72862 Lon:21.93115
+370 44868992
rokimuziejus@gmail.com
www.oginskiriet.lt

Paitaičių g. 4,
Šiauliai, Lietuva
GPS Lat:55.93282 Lon:23.28299
+370 41553934, 68454652
kazlauskas@su.lt
www.bs.su.lt

69. THE JADVYGA BALVOČIŪTĖ FARM
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Karpių g. 1, Joniškėlis,
Pasvalio r., Lietuva
GPS Lat:56.03183 Lon:24.16862
+370 68448554

The garden features a collection of traditional and aromatic plants, along
with gardens in which ancient types of plants are grown. The owners grow
carrots, beets, cabbages, etc., particularly focusing on a large variety of tomatoes. There are also important onion and garlic collections with various types.
Aromatic and medicinal plants include various ones that are used in traditional
folk medicine.

This is a certified farm in the area of ecological herbal teas.

G2

Likšai 5, Žemaičių Kalvarijos sen.,
Plungės r., Lietuva
GPS Lat:56.05613 Lon:21.91787
+370 67545111, 61134900
energlabirintai@gmail.com
www.energlabirintai.lt

The Kelmė Estate is one of the last remaining provincial estates in Lithuania.
Designed in the Baroque style, it is a large and closed estate farm with many
authentic buildings, gardens and bodies of water. The geometric park is a vivid
example of Baroque style, and it is divided up into various parts by alleys. There is a
viewing mound in the park. Most of the trees are ancient, indeed, but the best part
of the estate is behind it - one large and three smaller ponds, as well as a viewing
mount that is in the ancient park.

Virvytės g.27,Gyvolių k.,
Mažeikių r., Lietuva
GPS Lat:56.22063 Lon:22.55578
+370 67026810, 44337118
info@jadvyga.lt
www.jadvyga.lt

Pakalnės g. 48, Pakalnės k.,
Rusnės sen., Šilutės r., Lietuva
GPS Lat:55.30970 Lon:21.33152
+370 44153440, 61280584
zivileskirkeviciene@gmail.com
www.atostogoskaime.lt

61. THE ŠILUTĖ ESTATE PARK
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The apple trees in the garden were planted during the interwar period in
Lithuania. There are also heritage plum trees, as well as a wealth of medicinal
plants. The owners offer training sessions focused on herbs, medicinal plants
and their utility.
w
w A
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The park has some 120 types of trees and bushes, including 34 local ones.
In the southern part of the park, among ponds and natural grove, is an apple
orchard that was planted before World War II and covers 3 ha of land. Each year
the orchard produces various types of apples that are much beloved in Lithuania.
The botanical park covers 57 ha, and the wide areas of grass are handled not by
lawnmowers, but instead by sheep.

The ethnographic garden owned by Živilė and Virgilijus Skirkevičius is on Rusne
island in the Pakalne River in the Šilute District. This is a unique and traditional
fisherman’s homestead with plants that are typical in the region of the Lithuania
Minor region.
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73. THE ENERGETIC LABYRINTH AND
GEOMETRIC FIGURE PARK

76. THE KELMĖ ESTATE PARK

The largest Japanese garden in Europe (16 ha) was established in 2007 by
Japanese designer Hajime Watanabe and doctor Šarunas Kasmauskas, merging
religion, art and respect for nature.

m
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The oldest apple tree in Lithuania is a Wild forest apple tree and is part of the
country’s botanical heritage and the only protected apple tree in Lithuania.

This park surrounds the mansion of the Biržuvėnai Estate, and it is based on the
terrain of the Virvytė River and an old river that provides water for the park. The
central part of the park is regularly designed, while the rest has elements of landscape. Opposite the estate is a an antique-style sculpture, and on its western side
is a wooden pergola. Local trees dominate in the park, but there are also trees from
other countries. Of importance is a group of oak trees on the banks of the river, as is
an alley of linden trees that leads to the pond in the direction of the estate.

Vilniaus g. 37,
Kretinga, Lietuva
GPS Lat:55.89987 Lon:21.24718
+370 868206702, 44577612
info@kretingosmuziejus.lt
www.kretingosmuziejus.lt
The Kretinga Estate park is one of the oldest ones in Lithuania to have survived
to the present days. Established in the 16th and 18th century, it is a mixed-style
park that covers 23 ha of land. The southern part of the park has an astronomical
calendar with a sundial, a hedge, allies, and flowerbeds and rock gardens with dahlias, peonies, tulips and roses. There are trails for strollers and areas for relaxation.
Particularly popular among local residents is the restored fountain in the park.

60. THE PAKALNĖ RURAL TOURISM HOMESTEAD
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The Jakiškiai Estate was first mentioned in documents in the late 16th century.
The estate had elements of Classicism in terms of its architecture. Among the
buildings, the only ones that have survived are the mansion, an ice cellar and a
steam-driven windmill. The estate has not been restored, so it is still authentic.
Its artistic soul is preserved by various objects that remain from the time when
people lived at the estate and from the Soviet era. Alongside the estate are a few
fragments of a park, which covers approximately 2 ha. There is an ancient alley of
linden trees that are on both sides of the entrance road, as well as several other
valuable types of trees and a small pond.

75. THE BIRŽUVĖNAI ESTATE PARK

The Palanga Botanical Garden surrounds the Palanga Amber Museum and is one
of Lithuania’s most beautiful and well-kept parks. It is in the area of the sacred
Birutė Forest, and it is familiarly known as the Birutė Park. The park covers 101.3
ha of land, and offers a wide variety of landscapes, carefully organised trails,
flowerbeds, two ponds and small architectural elements.

m

The Plungė Estate is famous because its park, which is a mixed-type park that
was established during the 18th and 19th century at a holy forest that used to be
a sacrificial place. The pride and joy of the park is the Oak of Thunder, a legendary
Weeping Linden tree and the Five-Trunk Ash. The lord of the estate ordered the
digging of seven ponds with cascades. These are linked by rock bridge sluices.
The Babrungas River, which flows alongside the estate offers an outstanding
landscape for the park.

This is one of the most expressive estates built in the style of Romanticism. Dating
back to the 19th century, it is on a peninsula in Astravas, which can easily be
reached from Biržai along the longest wooden bridge in Lithuania, crossing Lake
Širvėna. Covering 18 ha, the mixed-plan park was installed from 1851 until 1862.
Local fir trees, linden trees and pine trees grow in the park.

The Rietavas Park was once the largest landscape park in Lithuania. It was established between 1848 and 1855 in a naturally cleaned forest and reconstructed
in 1904 and 1905. This is a very nice park with local bushes and trees, as well as
several foreign plants. Various alleys of trees and fragments of the hedges have
been preserved along with the White gate, the Red gate and a guard’s hut. The park
has a complex system of bodies of water, including a few ponds, a curvy river and an
island that is surrounded by the old river.

Vytauto g. 15,
Palanga, Lietuva
GPS Lat:55.90501 Lon:21.05991
+370 46049270, 61477437
botanikosparkas@gmail.com
www.pgm.lt
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Astravo g. 17,
Biržai, Lietuva
GPS Lat:56.21947 Lon:24.76853

This park has five labyrinths with decorative plants, flowers and various kinds
of medicinal plants. The longest path in the labyrinth is 1.7 km long. The total
distance of the paths is 4.5 km. The park has three geometric figures - a cupola,
a mandala and a Merkabah.
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65. THE PALANGA BOTANICAL GARDEN
BIRUTĖ PARK
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Kretingos g. 92,
Klaipėda, Lietuva
GPS Lat:55.75057 Lon:21.13401
+370 46398833, 46398831
botanikos.sodas@ku.lt
www.ku.lt/botanikos-sodas

More than 250 types of plants grow in the garden. An ethnographic garden has been planted to typify such gardens in the coastal area of Lithuania, with
various flowers that are characteristic of the region. The garden has 14 different
types of plants, including herbs. The venue offers educational programmes and
room for picnics.
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The botanical garden was established in 1993 in the lovely Danė River valley.
It covers approximately 9.3 hectares, and in 2002, it was given the status of a
dendrological park.
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Senosios obels g. 18,
Kazliškiai, Kaunas, Lietuva
GPS Lat:54.86862 Lon:23.87104
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53. NAUJENE LOCAL HISTORY MUSEUM AND
THE JUZEFOVA PARK
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64. THE KLAIPĖDA UNIVERSITY BOTANICAL
GARDEN
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Kroņauce, Tērvetes pag.,
Tērvetes nov., Latvia
GPS Lat:56.51409 Lon:23.33567
+371 27570755
viestardi@gmail.com
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43 THE BĀN Š BLACK CURRANT GARDEN
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Dvaro g. 4, Jakiškių k.,
Joniškio sen., Joniškio r., Lietuva
GPS Lat:56.18029 Lon:23.53107
+370 68257092
jakiskiudvaras@gmail.com
www.jakiskiudvaras.lt
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Parko g. 3,
Plungė, Lietuva
GPS Lat:55.9179 Lon:21.84452
+370 44852492, 64064747
zd.muziejus@gmail.com
www.zdm.lt
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58 THE MALNAVA ESTATE

42 THE GUNDEGAS GARDEN
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Outside the house is a unique and impressive fruit orchards. The father of
the pilot planted fruit trees in the late 19th century to produce several types of
apples. Old decorative plants in the garden are typical of the region, and a new
garden has recently been installed in the territory.
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35 THE BĒTRAS TREE FARM
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24 THE GARDEN OF SKA DR TE BAUZE
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This museum was opened in 1991 at the birthplace of the pilot Steponas Darius.
The house and granary have been restored, with exhibitions in both buildings.
One speaks to the history of aviation in Lithuania and Darius’ life, while the other
shows ancient household objects. There is a campsite nearby where you can
spend a longer period of time.
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41 THE BRUKNA ESTATE
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Dariaus k., Judrėnų sen.,
Klaipėdos r., Lietuva
GPS Lat:55.59431 Lon:21.84487
+370 46442967, 69881025
aviacijos.muziejus@gmail.com
www.lam.lt
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47 KALDABRUŅA
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This farm is in the Vilce Parish in the Jelgava Administrative District. It grows
greenhouse vegetables and plants, produces various medicinal plant ointments
and offers lectures about nutrition and a health lifestyle. A country sauna is also
available.
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27. THE GALDNIEKI PEONY GARDEN
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This farm grows tulips and has nearly 400 different types of bulbs. A tulip festival
is held each spring, and bulbs can be purchased in the autumn. Also on view are
a pony, goats and rabbits. The farm also offers cakes, pastries and other treats.
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such as phloxes and peonies.
of types, with stories about selectors, the history of the garden and special types of
fruit.
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“Roņi”, Vilces pag.,
Jelgavas nov., Latvia
GPS Lat:56.42831 Lon:23.47800
+371 26534706
valentina.uzare@gmail.com
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The author Voldemārs Sauleskalns began to establish the Sauleskalni
arboretum in 1945, and he spent his whole life collecting new plants. They were
planted in a documented way, and some of the markings are in Latvian. The
collection mostly features decorative plants, but there are also fruit trees and
herbs. Of interest are eight types of mountain-ash, five types of apples trees,
including a few well-known types, as well as sour cherry trees. Visitors can tour
a grape veranda where they can inspect cornelian cherries, a true quince, an old
stand of shadbushes, a red-leaf plum tree, three types of hawthorn, a Manchurian
nut tree, roses, red-leaf linden trees, decorative raspberry plants and asparagus.
There are also a number of very uncommon plants. The stand of red oaks trees
was planted in honour of the 90th birthday of actor Ēvalds Valters. There are
also beds of winter plants, and at the gates is a noble willow tree that has bent
to the ground.
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This guesthouse and dendrological garden are found near Kuldīga, and its pond
has trout and carps. The Sauleskalni arboretum is alongside the guesthouse.
It was established in 1960 and features some 100 types of plants and bushes,
including 25 local types and 16 types of rhododendrons. Unique samples include
a 50-year-old magnolia tree, a 45-year-old smoke tree, a maidenhair tree, and
others. Donations are accepted. The owners will discuss history and the gardeners who created the garden. Various plants are available.
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Kurmāles pag., Kuldīgas nov.,
Latvija
GPS Lat:56.94862 Lon:21.95536
+371 26806054
sauleskalni@inbox.lv
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20 THE L EPAS TREE FARM
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8 THE RUCAVA ARBORETUM

w

species of plants, as well as, in some cases, historical planning. Many estates have parks
or orchards where unusual species of plants can be seen.
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The Vilki farm is an arboretum and nursery in a grain field in the Svēte Parish in
Zemgale. You can tour the arboretum and farm and see some 1,000 plants that
are typical for Latvia’s landscape or are very alien. The farm offers decorative and
perennial trees, bushes and plants, medicinal plants and herbs. The old apple
orchard has ancient and other types of fruit. The owner will provide consultations
on planting an orchard. You will also enjoy Latvian blue cows and an area of
picnic
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19 THE KLŪGU FAM LY BEAUT FUL GARDEN
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14. THE SAULESKALNI DENDROLOGICAL GARDEN
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The park at the estate was installed in the 1980s and is currently being
restored. There is a rosarium next to the guesthouse. Only a few apple trees have
survived, though one of them offers an outstanding healthy variety of apples,
“Prinzenapfel.” This rare and historical variety can be found in old gardens in
Kurzeme.
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This restored historical estate has a luxurious hotel with 23 rooms and the Rose
Saloon where dishes are offered from locally grown ingredients. Pamper yourself
in the spa salon with milk baths and massages. There is a sauna with a fireplace
hall, small pool, aromatic steam bath and sauna. Lovers of sauna rituals have
access to a white countryside sauna and a black stone sauna. There are facilities
for larger and smaller celebrations. There is an area for caravans, as well as tennis
courts for athletes. Visit the Milk Museum to learn all about milk. You can try
your hand at milking a cow and churning butter that you can taste after it is done.
You can listen to a speaking little cow, Venta, who will talk about the origins of
milk. Also resident on the state are deer, sheep and horses named Mia and Mara.
The estate is surrounded by an apple orchard and park, with all trees labelled.
Next door is the Garīki farm, where mushrooms are grown. It is also worth a
visit. The estate is on the edge of the Southern Courlandian Highlands, offering
beautiful views of the surrounding area.
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Skrundas nov., Rudbāržu pag.,
Sieksāte, Latvija
GPS Lat:56.69011 Lon:21.89061
+371 26518660
piens@pienamuiza.lv
www.pienamuiza.lv
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This is one of the most ornate and beautiful tree farms in Latvia, with some 1,000
types and forms of plants. The owner will take you on a tour, and you can purchase
coniferous trees, decorative bushes, plants for fencing, ivies, and outstanding
grafted trees and bushes in containers (1-200 litres). A colourful arboretum is also
on offer, along with garden consultations. This can be used as a venue for events
and photo sessions.

18 THE ŠTELMAHERS ROCK GARDEN
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15 THE UPMAĻ ENV RONMENT AND
HEALTH FARM
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The Kazdanga Castle park is huge (196 ha), and until recently it was
owned by an agricultural school. Kazdanga is the birthplace of once-famous sour
cherries. This variety has all but disappeared, but the park still features a few
old apple trees, one of them with two grafted varieties of apples. There are old
hazelnut and other nut trees, including a Manchurian walnut tree and a hybrid
with a royal walnut tree. Recently, two royal walnut tree plants were gifted to
the garden by selectionist Gunvaldis Vēsmiņš. Other rarities in the park include
bristly roses, a rare variety of mountain-ash (a new tree), a gingko tree, a katsura
tree, a bladdernut tree, a birthwort plant, wild tulips, and a wild maple tree that
is depicted in the herald of Kazdanga. The aromatic garden of Baroness Lieven
is being restored with lilacs, bird-cherries, magnolias, roses and others. An old
“rose hill” has been restored with varieties of roses from Salaspils.

The number of types of peonies in this garden is close to 400, and collect Dagnija
Voika is proud of one of the largest collections in Latvia. There are 30 types of shrub
peonies, and other flowers that grown there include bearded irises, Siberian irises,
daylilies, as well as less common plants such as yuccas and eremurus. The garden
is open in June, when the owner organises a peony festival and offers tours. The
valuable peony roots are used to produce the PEO series of cosmetics, and plants
can be purchased.

The historical centre of the Tāšu Estate is in the Ālande (Telse) River Valley near
Lake Tāši. The current estate was built by the von Korff dynasty, and the mansion
dates back to 1734. Inside there are valuable Baroque fireplaces, the main entrance
portal made of sandstone from Gotland, the original stone floor in the hall, parquet
and wall panels. The front door, windows, stairs and other details were installed
in the early 19th century.

Map LATVIA | LITHUANIA

Work on the park began in end of 18th century, when it was a landscape park
with trails for strolling and a system of pathways, benches and bridges. The 196ha park is one of the largest estate parks in Latvia, and in dendrological terms
it is one of the richest ones, with more than 200 varieties of trees and bushes,
including 127 foreign ones. The park encircles the village of Kazdanga, including
the Kazdanga Castle and the territory to its north, where you will find the burying
grounds of the Manteuffel family. These were established at the very beginning
of the 20th century, but the work was interrupted by World War I. The park
features leisure areas and decorative elements. The castle was built around 1800
by the European-level architect Johann Gregor Berlitz after a design by architect
Giacomo Quarenghi. The ensemble included a Cavalier House, a granary, a
residential home, a stable, a bridge across the valley and other structures. An
agricultural school was opened in the castle in 1924. Today it is the Kazdanga
Museum, with the local Tourism Information Centre.

Turlavas pag.,
Kuldigas nov., Latvija
GPS Lat:56.86198 Lon:21.67682
+371 26376974
ilga.prancahartinger@gmail.com
www.marasmanor.info

Popes pamatskola, Pope,
Popes pag., Ventspils nov., Latvija
GPS Lat:57.40528 Lon:21.85726
+371 26825367
tourism@ventspils.lv
www.visitventspils.com

“Aptiekas”, Zaļenieki,
Jelgavas nov., Latvia
GPS Lat:56.52187 Lon:23.52076
+371 63074444, 29410756
kokaudzetava@zalenieki.lv
www.zalenieki.lv
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The Pope Estate and its park (1840) are among the best-preserved estates
in the area. Since 1940, it has housed a school and other institutions. Most of the
trees in the park are common, but there are a few rare ones, including five Crimean
oak trees. The largest copper beech in Latvia is in the yard, as is a large bed of
traditional phloxes that are red and white. During the Soviet occupation, Pope was
proud of a large apple and pear orchard which covered 3.6 ha of land and featured a
large variety of fruit trees that were collected by a gardener called Grīnvalds. Today
the garden is privately owned and is not available to visitors. The managers of the
garden have established a stock company which harvests fruits to be delivered to
schools in Latvia. An unexpected find involved ten large sweet cherry trees near
the next door Rojnieki homestead. Four of the trees are very old and were large 70
years ago. The trees are covered with moss, but still produce high-quality fruit.

HISTORICAL
AND MODERN
GARDENS

Jaunatnes gatve 1, Kazdanga,
Aizputes nov., Latvija
GPS Lat:56.73399 Lon:21.73289
+371 29103813
kazdanga.tic@inbox.lv
www.kazdangaspils.com

E5

Kaštonų g. 21, Salos,
Rokiškio r., Lietuva
GPS Lat:55.81147 Lon:25.36742
+370 68266998
inga.salos@gmail.com
Located on an island in Lake Dviragis, the Salos Estate and its park, when viewed
from above, are reminiscent of the boundaries of Lithuania. The park to the east
of the estate is a mixed-type park and is one of the oldest ones in Lithuania.
Back in the day, it was a forest park where trees were never cut down. The park
featured maple, linden, elm, aspen and other local trees, and they are now around
200 years old. A winding path links the alley to a park trail by the lake. The
various plants and fragments of alleys have survived to the present day.

109. THE STELMUŽĖ ESTATE PARK
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Šaltinio g. 10, Naciūnų k.,
Biržų r., Lietuva
GPS Lat:56.19216 Lon:24.63510
+370 61291256
This progressive biological farm grows some 50 types of biological vegetables
and greens. The farmers own 10 ha of land where they grow various vegetables
outdoors and in greenhouses in the Biržai region.
The farm grows medicinal plants and herbs not just for food, but also to
combat diseases and pests, including basil, marigold, lemon balm, peppermint,
oregano, coriander, thyme, etc. The farm offers various seminars and educational
activities.

Ąžuolo g. 14, Stelmužė,
Imbrado sen., Lietuva
GPS Lat:55.82948 Lon:26.21731

This park dates back to the mid-18th century and is to the south of Lake Stelmuže.
There are winding trails on all sides of the hillock that lead to the Christ the King
Church, with linden, maple, oak, birch, fir, elm and pine trees. At the foot of the
hillock is the Laimė stream, and visitors are welcome to stroll along the alley of
oak trees. The oldest and fattest oak tree in Lithuania is one of the oldest ones
in Europe. It is though that it is 1,500 to 2,000 ears old, and its record-setting
diameter is 3.5 metres (eight or nine people linking hands are needed to encircle
it). The tree is 23 m high.

LATVIA  LITHUANIA PROGRAMME AREA

Baltic
Country
Holidays

THE HISTORY OF GARDENING

HERITAGE GARDEN TOURS

This map focuses on weekend trips in the frontier zones of Latvia and Lithuania, learning about similarities
and diﬀerences in terms of historical and modern gardens in the two countries. This trips will allow you to
learn about the growing of fruits, vegetables, herbs, medicinal plants and decorative plants.
POMICULTURE – The earliest information about fruit orchards as a valuable object is found in
agreements from the early 14th century. Grapes were grown in Kurzeme during the Middle Ages.
Until the 19th century, pomiculture was mostly developed in Kurzeme and the southern parts of
Vidzeme. There was no aristocratic estate in Latvia that had no fruit orchard. 17th century documents about the orchards in the Duchy of Courland most often speak to cherry trees. Pomiculture
developed in Latvia more rapidly in the 19th century, particularly after people were liberated from
serfdom. Estates were gardening schools for Latvian famers.
The largest orchards were planted in the mid-19th century around Valmiera and Dobele, with apple,
cherry and plum trees being most common and pear trees being least common. Among berries, red
currants and gooseberries were grown, while strawberries and raspberries were most often found in
the gardens of estates. People in Kurzeme successfully grew grapes. Apricots were brown alongside
walls, and the plants were covered with boards during the winter. Peaches were grown in greenhouses.
Fruit orchards in Lithuania appeared in the 14th century at estates and cloisters. By the 16th century, Lithuanian estates had more than 30 fruit orchards with apple, pear, plum and sour cherry trees.
In the Žemaitija region, there were also sweet cherry trees. Farmers began to plant fruit trees on
their own land. The work of specialists very much facilitated the development of gardens in Lithuania in the late 19th and early 20th century.
VEGETABLE FARMING – Vegetable farming was closely linked to farming as such. Turnips were
grown first, followed by peas and beans, and then cauliflower. During the 14th century, cabbages
and turnips were the most common crops, but by the 15th century, the range of vegetables had
expanded considerably. During this period, people began to grow onions, garlic, carrots, rutabagas
and beets, followed by cucumbers, parsley and horseradish. Potatoes were introduced in the Duchy
of Courland and Zemgale in 1673, and that was one of the first countries in Europe where they were
consumed.

Vegetable farming flourished in the early 19th century, when the first enthusiasts began to look at
varieties of vegetables and to propagandize gardening.
The turnip was the first vegetable in Lithuania. Beets, horseradish, cabbages, peas, beans, lentils,
poppies and rhubarb followed in the Middle Ages from Germany, while Tatars and others began to
grow squash and garlic in the 15th century. Parsley, dill and carrots were imported from Italy during
the first half of the 16th century.
Scholarly research into the genetic resources of vegetables in Lithuania began at an agricultural
academy in 1924.
HERBS AND MEDICINAL PLANTS – The first shop to sell medicinal plants in Rīga was recorded in
documents in 1291, while the first pharmacy in the Baltic provinces was established in the same city
in 1357. The pharmacy sold medications made from plants, spiced wine, essences, infusions, concoctions, tinctures, unguents and also herbs. In 1919, after the proclamation of Latvia’s independence,
the Latvian Congress of Pharmacists declared the need to grow medicinal plants. In 1934, protective
import tariﬀs were introduced in relation to plants which grew well under local climate conditions,
and the growing of medicinal plants and herbs became a very profitable business, indeed.
Pharmaceutics in Lithuania began in 1593, when Duke Stanislaw Radziwill of Žemaitija granted
medicinal plant gardens to Jesuits in Vilnius. The Jesuits prepared medications that they sold at
pharmacies, and information about the properties of medicinal plants were handed down from generation to generation.

46. RĪGA
Viesu nams
namai”
5.
 „Apynių
RUSNĖ:
FLOWER GARDENS AND PARKS

We have composed seven routes visiting the historical gardens in Latvia and Lithuania. You will see a variety of
gardens - from decorative plantings in manor houses worth visiting when apple-trees or roses are in blossoms,
to orchards oﬀering to taste and buy apples. You will also find out captivating stories from the history of the
gardens. The routes represent shorter or longer journeys of several days by car. Some parts are suitable for
bicycling. The routes take you to historical gardens and sites of gardening interest. Overnight options en route
are suggested.

More:

www.celotajs.lv/heritagegardens
www.atostogoskaime.lt/marsrutai-1/
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1. ZEMGALE: GARDENS AND TREE NURSERIES

DUNDAGA

POPE

TALSI
UGĀLE
RENDA
JŪRMALA
KULDĪGA
KAZDANGA
KANDAVA
LIEPĀJA

RĪGA

LATVIA

NĪCA
RUCAVA
MAŽUČIAI
PALANGA

LITHUANIA

KRETINGA
KLAIPĖDA

ŠILUTĖ

RUSNĖ
VILNIUS

Duration: 4 days
Driving distance: 544 km
Rute: Rīga - Jūrmala – Kandava – Lauciene – Talsi – Dundaga –
Pope – Ugāle – Renda – Kuldīga – Maras – Kazdanga – Sieksāte
– Liepāja – Nīca – Rucava – Mažučiai – Palanga – Kretinga
- Klaipeda – Šilutė – Rusne

DECORATIVE PLANTS – The first definite information about flower gardens at cloisters was recorded only in the early 14th century. During the 17th century, the castle of the dukes of Courland in
Kuldīga had both kitchen gardens where vegetables were grown, but there was also a decorative
garden with pathways and regularly shaped flowerbeds. Private estates began to install decorative
gardens and plant growing facilities in the late 18th and early 19th century.
The growing of flowers began in Lithuania in the 14th century, when cloister gardens grew them
as medicinal plants. During the 16th and 17th century, peonies, lavender and myrtle appeared in
Lithuania, along with lilies from eastern countries and nigellas from Damascus. Farmers began to
grow flowers in their gardens during the 18th and 19th century. Yellow flowers were less valued in
Lithuania than white, red, blue or purple blossoms.

RĪGA

LATVIA

DOBELE JELGAVA

IECAVA

TĒRVETE

BAUSKA

RUNDĀLE

ŽAGARE

LITHUANIA

VILNIUS

Duration: 3 days
Driving distance: 271km, 15 km bicycle route
Rute: Jelgava – Iecava – Brukna – Bauska – Mežotne – Rundāle –
Blankenfelde –Tērvete –Žagare (LT) – Kroņauce – Dobele – Jelgava

This tour takes you to beautiful gardens in Latvia and Lithuania. Poems
are dedicated to trees in the garden surrounding the memorial house of
Edvarts Virza, a Latvian poet and writer who wrote a legendary novel
about the lives of Latvian farmers. Strūbergu decorative garden offers a
garden excursion and consultations in gardening. At Brukna manor you
will see a vegetable garden that is arranged as a Renaissance park, a rose
garden and a vineyard. The beautiful 18th century Mazmežotne castle
is renovated by a grain farmer’s family. The Rundāle castle is known as

Latvia’s true jewel of Baroque and Rococo architecture featuring also a
rose garden with over 2200 varieties of roses. At Blankenfelde manor
you will see a collection of bells and will enjoy natural juices, syrups and
pickles produced in-house. Visiting Mint House you will taste mint tea,
biscuits, honey with peppermint and peppermint syrups. Next stop is at
the vegetable and herb farm “Droši vesels” producing herbal ointments.
In Lithuania you will visit Žagarė, known for its cherry orchard-park and
the special species of cherry – the ‘Žagarvyšnė’, on the National List of
Plant Varieties. Stop by Žagarė Manor Park, containing more than 100
species of trees and shrubs. Back in Latvia you can have a picnic at
Vilki arboretum showing about 1000 different plants - both typical of
the landscape of Latvia and quite unique. At Zaļenieki tree nursery, you
can walk in the garden with over 2000 trees and shrubs. Further you will
enjoy the beauty of peony in the collection garden by Andris Berkins.
Amatnieki homestead offers tours of their tulip garden. Klūgu landscape
garden is famous for begonias. Institute of horticulture in Dobele owns a
collection of over 200 types and forms of lilac plants. ‘’The beautiful and
practical idea garden’’ is proud of its collection of conifers, and the hosts
offer tastings of herbal spice powders, dried berries and fruit. “Rūķīšu
tea” is one of the largest farms for medicinal plants in Latvia (purple
coneflowers, marigolds, chamomile, etc). And finally, visit Liepas tree
nursery specialised in cultivation of fruit-trees, berry bushes and roses.

The route leads through beautiful flower gardens of Kurzeme and
Žemaitija. The largest in Latvia collection of Dwarf Bearded Iris is
found in Kandava. Mierkalni is the largest daylily garden in Eastern
Europe, with more than 1000 varieties. The owner also produces
fruit and berry wines. In the Talsi Hillocks Nature Park there is the
Kurzemnieki apple growing and processing apples (dried apples,
apple chips, juices). It also grows Roman snails. The Upmaļi environmental and health farm produces teas, herbs, plant oils, special
balms, cosmetics, plant-based soaps, etc., under the brand name
AnnA Bermans. Latvia’s oldest magnolia, 50 years old, is found at
Sauleskalni arboretum. Over 100 varieties of peony are grown in

6. RĪGA  KAUNAS: GARDENS  THE BEAUTIFUL AND THE PRACTICAL
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2. SĒLIJA  LATGALE: FRUIT GARDENS AND REGIONAL AUTHENTICITY

RĪGA

LATVIA

DOBELE
VILCE
JONIŠKIS
NAISIAI
ŠIAULIAI

LITHUANIA

BAISOGALA
KĖDAINIAI

BABTAI
KAUNAS

LATVIA

RĪGA

JĒKABPILS
NERETA

VIŠĶI

ASARE
DVIETE
ILŪKSTE

KRĀSLAVA
DAUGAVPILS

Duration: 2 days
Driving distance: 406km
Rute: Daugavpils – Ilūkste – Dviete – Kaldabruņa – Asare – Nereta –
Vārnava – Jēkabpils – Līvāni – Arendole – Višķi – Naujene – Krāslava
- Daugavpils

The tour makes a loop through historical regions of Sēlija and Latgale. It
starts and ends in Daugavpils, the 2nd largest city in Latvia.
Sēlija tree nursery offers a tour of their apple orchard, apple storage
and production facilities. Enjoy a glass of apple juice and stories of
vinemakers. On the way, a visit to Berķenele memorial house of Rainis,

the distinguished Latvian author and social activist. Grape selection and
cultivation was the great passion of Pauls Sukatnieks, and his memorial
garden is worth visiting during the harvesting time. At Kaldabruņa
you will visit an art gallery housed in a hay-shed together with a hay
museum. The romantic landscape park at Asares estate dates back to
the 18th century and exposes carefully picked tree and shrub varieties.
Riekstiņi is an authentic single-family Selonian farm with a specific spirit
and ambience. Nereta Evangelical Lutheran church is one of the oldest
stone buildings in Sēlija region dating back to 1584. Sauka Nature Park
offers nice landscape views from a viewing tower. Rudzīši wineyard
grows about 80 grape varieties. Pick your own blackcurrant berries at
Bāniši berry farm. A beautiful landscape garden is open for visitors at
Gundegas house. 200 year old oaks adorn the Vārkavas Park. At Naujene
museum of regional studies you will see an exposition showing the
house of a wealthy Latvian farmer from the turn of 19th-20th centuries.
Vasargelišķu viewing tower is 24m high and offers great views over
the meandering Daugava River. Ethnographical Slutišķu village with
carefully maintained wooden cabins exemplifies traditional Latgalian architecture. Kurmīši farm grows medicinal plants that are very common in
Latvia – oregano, St John’s wort, wormwood, lemon balm, catsfoot, etc.

46. Viesu nams „Apynių namai”

3. CENTRAL LITHUANIA: TRADITIONAL LITHUANIAN GARDENS
AND PLANTS

Ziedoņi peony garden. The owners of Maras Manor offer stories of
historical German manors in the area. Milk Estate Berghof houses
a milk museum. Exotics flower and tree cultivars are found in Māra
Lindes dendrological gardens. Turaidas farm produces herbal teas
and sacks thereof as souvenirs or gifts, using lemon balm, raspberry, tansy, alchemilla, Plantago major and linden. In Nīca village, 7
decorative gardens maintaining the local gardening tradition are
open for visitors. Rucava arboretum displays a collection of magnolias. The largest Japanese garden in Europe (16 ha) is a home to
collection of traditional aromatic plants and vegetables. Palanga
Manor housing the Amber Museum and Birutė Park is one of the
best-preserved manor complexes in Lithuania. Kretinga Manor
Park is one of the oldest surviving 16th–18th century manor parks
in Lithuania. Klaipėda University Botanical Garden has a coastal
ethnographic garden with flower arrangements characteristic
of this area. Klaipeda, the most popular seaside resort town in
Lithuania. The Sea Museum and Dolphinarium are among the most
famous attractions there. Šilutė Manor has two parks – an English
landscape park with walking paths and the forest park known as
Varnamiškis, or “Crows’ Forest”. Pakalnė is a unique traditional
fisherman’s homestead with garden plants typical of the Lithuania
Minor region.

VILNIUS

Duration: 3 days
Driving distance: 420 km
Rute: Rīga – Dobele – Ziedkalne – Vilce – Blankenfelde
– Joniškis – Naisiai – Šiauliai – Pakalniškiai – Baisogala –
Pasandravys – Kėdainiai – Babtai – Kaunas

The route leads from Riga, the capital of Latvia through beautiful
countryside areas to Kaunas, the second largest city of Lithuania.
Klūgu landscape garden and park is famous for begonias. Institute
of horticulture in Dobele owns a collection of over 200 types and
forms of lilac plants. The “Beautiful&Practical” garden is proud
of its collection of conifers, and the hosts offer tastings of herbal
spice powders, dried berries and fruit. “Rūķīšu tea” is one of the
largest farms for medicinal plants in Latvia (purple coneflowers,
marigolds, chamomile, etc). Enjoy the beauty of peony in the
collection garden by Andris Berkins. Viestardi tulip garden also
grows and processes buckthorn. Next stop is at the vegetable and
herb farm “Healthy” producing herbal ointments. Visiting Mint
House you will taste mint tea, biscuits, honey with peppermint and
peppermint syrups. At Blankenfelde manor you will see a collection
of bells and will enjoy natural juices, syrups and pickles produced
in-house. In Joniškis, you can visit the White and Red Joniškis
Synagogues, the Joniškis Church of the Assumption of the Virgin
Mary, and the Joniškis Museum of History and Culture. Jakiškiai

Manor has not been renovated and shows authentic elements like
ovens, shutters, stairs, doors. There are about 30 different species
and varieties of plants growing on the grounds of the Baltic Plant
Museum. Šiauliai University Botanical Garden demonstrates heritage rural plant gardens arranged according to the traditions of
pre-war, inter-war and post-war periods. Burbiškis Manor and its
beautiful landscape and sculpture park is a home to the annual tulip festival. Authentic homesteads representing Aukštaitija region
can be seen at Kleboniškiai Rural Household Museum. Baisogala
Manor is called royal, since it once belonged to a Lithuanian Grand
Duke, its 12-hectare park is one of the most beautiful in Lithuania.
There are two beautiful heritage gardens surrounding the museum
of Mačiulis-Maironis, a famous Lithuanian poet. Home produced
“Happy Foods” can be bought from Garsi Tyla homestead, and you
can have a walk in their 100-year-old orchard and see the culinary
herb garden. The Lithuanian Institute of Horticulture carries out
both scientific and experimental/production activities. You can
also buy seedlings, and seasonal fruit and vegetables. At Tadas
Ivanauskas Homestead at Obelynė Park you will see a collection
of 300 species and forms of plants, including some of the oldest
trees on the planet – the ginkgo biloba and the dawn redwood.
In Kaunas you will see the Oldest Apple Tree in Lithuania – almost
360 years old, 8 metres tall, with a girth of 285 centimetres at a
height of 1.3 metres. The Vytautas Magnus University Kaunas
Botanical Garden exposes the Lithuanian Heritage flower garden
plants according to their botanical classification. The tour ends in
Kaunas that was the capital of the country from 1920 until 1939.

7. RĪGA  LATGALE  KAUNAS: VARIETY OF THE GARDEN WORLD

NAISIAI

ŠIAULIAI

RĪGA

LITHUANIA

UŽULĖNIS

KĖDAINIAI

KAUNAS

ANYKŠČIAI
TAUJĖNAI

RUMŠIŠKĖS
VILNIUS

Duration: 3 days
Driving distance: 515km
Rute: Kaunas – Babtai – Kėdainiai – Pakalniškiai – Šiauliai – Naisiai
– Anykščiai – Traupis – Taujėnai – Užulėnis – Rumšiškės – Kaunas

The tour starts and ends in Kaunas, Lithuania’s 2nd largest city that was
the capital of the country from 1920 until 1939. At Tadas Ivanauskas
Homestead at Obelynė Park you will see a collection of 300 species
and forms of plants, including some of the oldest trees on the planet –
the ginkgo biloba and the dawn redwood. In Kaunas you will see the
Oldest Apple Tree in Lithuania – almost 360 years old, 8 metres tall,
with a girth of 285 centimetres at a height of 1.3 metres. The Vytautas
Magnus University Kaunas Botanical Garden exposes the Lithuanian
Heritage flower garden plants according to their botanical classification.
The Lithuanian Institute of Horticulture carries out both scientific and
experimental/production activities. You can also buy seedlings, and
seasonal fruit and vegetables. Home produced “Happy Foods” can be
bought from Garsi Tyla homestead, and you can have a walk in their

100-year-old orchard and see the culinary herb garden. Burbiškis Manor
and its beautiful landscape and sculpture park is a home to the annual
tulip festival. Authentic homesteads representing Aukštaitija region can
be seen at Kleboniškiai Rural Household Museum. Šiauliai University
Botanical Garden demonstrates heritage rural plant gardens arranged
according to the traditions of pre-war, inter-war and post-war periods.
There are about 30 different species and varieties of plants growing on
the grounds of the Baltic Plant Museum. The Liudvika and Stanislovas
Didžiulis Homestead Museum garden features traditional Lithuanian
apple tree cultivars, flowers and herbs. The A. Baranauskas and A.
Vienuolis-Žukauskas Memorial Museum presents culture, literature,
history, agrarian culture, and technical history in the Anykščiai region.
Traditional Lithuanian flower garden can also be seen at the Bronė
Buivydaitė Memorial Museum. In Anykščiai you can enjoy the Treetop
Walkway and Labyrinth Park, and take a train ride on Aukštaitija’s narrow-gauge railway. In Traupis Botanical Garden you will find everything
from perennial flower collections and rock garden to a flower clock and
decorative pool with aquatic plants. The interior of the Taujėnai Manor
house was decorated extensively with the Radziwiłł family’s portraits,
sculptures, hunting trophies, and antique weapons. In Ukmergė District,
visit President Antanas Smetona’s Užugiris Manor, which now houses a
memorial museum in his honour. At the end of tour, you will visit the
Open-Air Museum of Lithuania, one of the largest (194 ha) and most
abundant (91,420 exhibits) open-air ethnographic museums in Europe.

4. KURZEME AND KLAIPĖDA: MANOR GARDENS AND PARKS

IECAVA

LATVIA
BRUKNA

VĀRNAVA

BAUSKA
NERETA

LITHUANIA

SUBATE
ROKIŠKIS

DVIETE
DAUGAVPILS

ANYKŠČIAI
TRAUPIS

JONAVA
KAUNAS

UKMERGĖ

VILNIUS

Duration: 4 days
Driving distance: 620 km
Rute: Rīga – Iecava – Bauska – Brukna – Nereta – Vārnava
– Kaldabruņa – Dviete – Daugavpils – Subate – Rokiškis –
Anykščiai – Traupis – Taujėnai – Ukmerge – Jonava – Kaunas

Poems are dedicated to trees in the garden sourrounding the
memorial house of Edvarts Virza, a Latvian poet and writer who
wrote a legendary novel about the lives of Latvian farmers. The
beautiful 18th century Mazmežotne castle is renovated by a grain
farmer’s family. The Rundāle castle is known as Latvia’s true jewel
of Baroque and Rococo architecture featuring also a rose garden
with over 2200 varieties of roses. At Brukna manor you will see
a vegetable garden that is arranged as a Renaissance park, a
rose garden and a vineyard. Pick your own blackcurrant berries
at Bāniši berry farm. A beautiful landscape garden is open for
visitors at Gundegas house. 200 year old oaks adorn the Vārkavas
Park. Riekstiņi is an authentic single-family Selonian farm with
a specific spirit and ambience. At Kaldabruņa you will visit an art
gallery housed in a hay-shed together with a hay museum. Grape
selection and cultivation was the great passion of Pauls Sukatnieks,
and his memorial garden is worth visiting during the harvesting

time. Dvietes Manor is proud of its 19th century landscape park
and a stone bridge. Daugavpils, the 2nd largest city of Latvia,
is famous for the renovated 19th century Daugavpils Fortress
housing museums. Sēlija tree nursery offers a tour of their apple
orchard, apple storage and production facilities. Enjoy a glass of
apple juice and stories of vinemakers. Berķenele is the memorial
house of Rainis, the distinguished Latvian author and social activist.The Rokiškis Regional Museum and Manor is one of the most
important cultural centres of the Aukštaitija region. The Liudvika
and Stanislovas Didžiulis Homestead Museum garden features
traditional Lithuanian apple tree cultivars, flowers and herbs. The
A. Baranauskas and A. Vienuolis-Žukauskas Memorial Museum
presents culture, literature, history, agrarian culture, and technical
history in the Anykščiai region. Traditional Lithuanian flower garden can also be seen at the Bronė Buivydaitė Memorial Museum.
In Anykščiai you can enjoy the Treetop Walkway and Labyrinth
Park, and take a train ride on Aukštaitija’s narrow-gauge railway.
In Traupis Botanical Garden you will find everything from perennial
flower collections and rock garden to a flower clock and decorative
pool with aquatic plants. The interior of the Taujėnai Manor house
was decorated extensively with the Radziwiłł family’s portraits,
sculptures, hunting trophies, and antique weapons. Take a walk
around the Ukmergė Old Town and enjoy the view from the old fire
tower. Survilai Homestead offers a barefoot trail walking on pine
cones, swamp, peat, clay, gravel, polished glass, pine-tree needles,
straw. The Vytautas Magnus University Kaunas Botanical Garden
exposes the Lithuanian Heritage flower garden plants according
to their botanical classification. At Tadas Ivanauskas Homestead at
Obelynė Park you will see a collection of 300 species and forms
of plants, including some of the oldest trees on the planet – the
ginkgo biloba and the dawn redwood. In Kaunas you will see the
Oldest Apple Tree in Lithuania – almost 360 years old, 8 metres
tall, with a girth of 285cm at a height of 1.3m. The tour ends in
Kaunas, Lithuania’s 2nd largest city that was the capital of the
country from 1920 until 1939.

HOW TO TRAVEL TO AND AROUND LATVIA AND LITHUANIA

AIRPORTS
Main airports are located in the capitals: Riga and Vilnius. There are
smaller regional airports in Kaunas and Palanga in Lithuania where
international airlines operate.

SYMBOLS ON THE MAP

KALNĖNAI

MAŽUČIAI

ZEMGALE: Gardens and tree nurseries

BERŽORAS

PALANGA

PLUNGE

KRETINGA

SĒLIJA – LATGALE: Fruit gardens and regional authenticity

LATVIA

PRIEKULE

RUCAVA

TOUR ROUTES

www.celotajs.lv
www.atostogoskaime.lt

RĪGA

DURBE
LIEPĀJA

DARIUS

KLAIPĖDA

LITHUANIA

ŠVĖKŠNA
ŠILUTĖ

CENTRAL LITHUANIA: Traditional Lithuanian gardens and plants

VILNIUS

KURZEME AND KLAIPĖDA: Manor gardens and parks
Duration: 3 days
Driving distance: 460 km
Rute: Klaipeda – Kretinga – Palanga – Mažučiai – Rucava – Nīca –
Liepāja – Grobiņa – Durbe – Priekule – Kalnėnai – Beržoras – Plunge
– Darius –Švėkšna–Šilutė– Klaipėda

RĪGA – RUSNĖ: Flower gardens and parks
RĪGA – KAUNAS: Gardens - The beautiful and the practical
RĪGA – LATGALE – KAUNAS: Variety of the garden world
Historical and modern gardens open for visitors in Latvia
Historical and modern gardens open for visitors in Lithuania

M 1 : 750 000

7,5 km

The tour starts and ends in Klaipėda, the most popular seaside resort
town in Lithuania. Klaipėda University Botanical Garden has a coastal
ethnographic garden with flower arrangements characteristic of this
area. Kretinga Manor Park is one of the oldest surviving 16th–18th
century manor parks in Lithuania. Palanga Manor housing the Amber
Museum and Birutė Park is one of the best-preserved manor complexes in Lithuania. The largest Japanese garden in Europe (16 ha) is
a home to collection of traditional aromatic plants and vegetables.
Rucava arboretum displays a collection of magnolias. In Nīca village,
7 decorative gardens maintaining the local gardening tradition are
open for visitors. Historical cultivars are carefully selected to renew the

orchard and romantic landscape park at the 18th century Tāšu (Telsen)
estate in Grobiņa region, Latvia.The Izidorius Navidanskas Park has over
120 species of trees and shrubs. Visit an outdoor plant exhibition at
Jadvyga Balvočiūtė Farm - growing medicinal herbs and spices, selling
organic sprouts, single herb teas and herbal mixtures. Also Beržoras
Homestead in Žemaitija National Park grows a variety of medicinal
and culinary herbs, garden plants and aromatic herbs. Plungė Manor,
called the “Versailles of Samogitia”, is one of the most famous surviving
ensembles of its kind in Lithuania. Steponas Darius Birthplace Museum
features a unique orchard of impressive size and scope. The Švėkšna
Manor Complex features a sculpture park, scenic views, trails, gates,
and a Chinese-Japanese maidenhair tree (ginkgo biloba) which stands
18 metres high and 70 centimetres in diameter. Šilutė Manor has two
parks – an English landscape park with walking paths and the forest park
known as Varnamiškis, or “Crows’ Forest”.

LATVIA
Riga www.riga-airport.com
LITHUANIA
Vilnius www.vilnius-airport.lt
Kaunas www.kaunas-airport.lt
Palanga www.palanga-airport.lt
Avio
airBaltic
The national Latvian airline oﬀering flights to over 50 destinations in
Europe and beyond from Rīga, Vilnius
www.airbaltic.com

TRAINS
LATVIA www.ldz.lv
LITHUANIA www.litrail.lt

BUS
Main bus terminals
Riga www.autoosta.lv
Vilnius www.autobusustotis.lt
Busses between the Baltic states, neighbouring countries, Russia and
Europe.
FROM RIGA AND VILNIUS:
Lux Express: www.luxexpress.eu
Ecolines: www.ecolines.eu
Eurolines: www.eurolines.eu

SOS

112

Emergency services can
be contacted on 112

FERRIES
Several ferry ports connect the Baltics with Germany and Sweden.
They are: Riga, Ventspils and Liepaja in Latvia, Klaipeda in Lithuania.
TallinkSilja Line
The leading provider of high quality mini-cruise and passenger transport
services in the northern Baltic Sea region.
Riga – Stockholm
www.tallinksilja.com
Stena Line
One of the largest ferry operators in the world. Passenger and freight
transport services in the Baltic Sea region. Ferries between Latvia and
Sweden and between Latvia and Germany.
Ventspils - Nynäshamn
Liepaja – Travemünde
www.stenaline.com
DFDS Seaways
European cruises and ferry crossings. Passenger and freight transport
services in the Baltic Sea region. Ferries between Lithuania and Sweden
and between Lithuania and Germany.
Klaipeda – Karlshamn
Klaipeda – Kiel
www.dfdsseaways.com
Local ferries in Lithuania
Local ferries operate between the Curonian Spit and Klaipeda.
www.keltas.lt

CAR RENTAL
Avis, Budget, Sixt and Hertz are international car rental companies with
worldwide network and standardised level of service.
www.avis.com
www.sixt.com
www.hertz.com

